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With the old, established banks in such a mess, the launch of 
a new bank is always going to come as a bit of a relief. Ever 
since the 2008 crash began, there has been talk of new banks 
– particularly among county councils keen to score brownie 
points by lending to the SMES which the old banks had failed 
to reach, or by offering people money who were at risk from 
loan sharks.

So it was probably quite natural for the media in Cambridge 
and further afield to respond to the burst of publicity which 
launched the Cambridge and Counties Bank in June. After all, 
even Mark Hoban, the financial secretary to the Treasury got 
behind it, saying he welcomed a new bank that would focus 
on lending to SMEs. “The government remains committed 
to fostering more diversity in the banking sector, so we need 
new banks to enter the market to provide consumers and 
businesses with greater choice,” Mr Hoban added for good 
measure.

There was even an academic pat on the back from professor 
Merlin Stone, head of research at The Customer Framework, a 
sort of management consultancy. He said: “Access to funding 
for businesses is tight and if the economy continues to struggle 
as many predict, banks may become even more less willing to 
lend. If we are going to secure greater lending for businesses 
and help kick start the economy, we need more new banks 
that don’t have a back book of loans, many of them poorly 
performing, hindering their ability and willingness to lend.”

All these comments were collected and marketed by a smart 
City public relations firm, Citigate Dewe Rogerson. This was 
not a cheap launch, and the publicity duly followed in column 
inches and minutes of air time.

But why didn’t anyone notice the obvious? Two years 
beforehand, Nigel Brown, a key player in the Cambridge 
business community, had proposed something strikingly similar 
called the The Cambridge Commercial Lending Company. 
Publicity about Mr Brown’s plan is still on the website of the 
financial services business he founded, NW Brown Group Ltd. 
It is scarcely surprising that Mr Brown is unhappy about the 
new bank when he maintains that he laid its foundations with 
his own plans two years ago.

But there is something else puzzling about the Cambridge 
and Counties Bank. The published data shows that the 
Cambridgeshire local government pension fund, which owns 
half of it, has only put in £20 million to kick start the bank. Trinity 
Hall, which owns the other half, may have put in the same 
amount. But would a smallish Cambridge college really risk 
such a large investment in a bank? Another bank which tried 
lending to SMEs, called Banking on Essex, came to grief early 
last year with much more money behind it than the Cambridge 
bank: in Essex, they found £50 million from the private sector, 
and £50 million from the public sector.

Then there is the question of competence and ethics, both 
of which are important after Bob Diamond’s resignation from 
Barclays. Are the people running this bank competent at 
funding SMEs? It is not obvious from their CVs that they are. At 
least Mr Brown has a track record of successfully funding high 
growth, high technology SMEs. And if Mr Brown’s version of 
events is right, then the new bank has not done very well in the 
ethics department, either. Mr Brown has accused the new bank 
of nicking his ideas and then showing him and a colleague the 
door.

With this background, it will be interesting to see how the new 
bank performs – and whether it reaches its target for lending to 
SMEs.

NEW BANK HAS QUESTIONS 
TO ANSWER

The powders are produced 
from molten glass compositions 
– shown above being poured 
from a furnace – which are then 
solidified, shattered and ground to 
customised particle sizes

Administrators have gone 
ahead with their plan to close 
the Coryton refinery in Essex 
after failing to find a buyer for 
the plant.

In the last edition of Anglia 
Business, administrators from 
accountants Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers (PwC) warned that 
unless a deal was done to save 
the plant by the middle of May, 
it would be closed.

As time ran out, adminis-
trator Steven Pearson from PwC 
said the site would become an 
“import terminal” for petrol 
and diesel to be operated by 
Royal Vopak, Greenergy and 
Shell UK. Most of the 500 
Coryton employees would be 
made redundant, he added.

About 350 contractors also 
worked on the site, which 
was put into administration 
by its Swiss owner Petroplus 
in January. The plant, which 
previously supplied 20% of fuel 
in London and the South East, 
ceased production in June.

“We have been able to obtain 
the highest price by selling the 
site for an alternative use,” Mr 
Pearson added. Linda McCul-
loch, national officer of the 
Unite union, said it was “devas-
tating news” for the workers. 
“This will have huge economic 
consequences, not just in the 
region, but on the UK economy 
a nd w i l l  u nde r m i ne  t he 
refining industry,” she added.

The Department for Energy 
and Climate Change rejected 
calls to use taxpayers’ money to 
save the plant, saying it was not 
in the national interest. Energy 
minister Charles Hendry said: 
“This is very sad news for the 
workers at Coryton, who will 
be extremely disappointed that 
PwC has been unable to find a 
buyer for the site as a refinery. 
We are doing everything we 
can to help these skilled people 
to find new posts.”

Speaking in parliament, Mr 
Hendry said there was over 
capacity in the refinery sector 
in the UK and across Europe. 
Ref ineries such as Coryton 

Essex 
refinery 
closed

produce more pet rol t han 
the UK consumes, but more 
diesel is used than the nation 
produces. Mr Hendry a lso 
accepted what Mr Pearson told 
Anglia Business in the last 
edition – that a regular, three 
yearly capital investment of 
about £150 million was needed 
to keep the plant operating.
● More on page 6
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Output from a UK glass manufacturer will be 
boosted 300% by a new inspection system devel-
oped in Cambridgeshire.

Cera Dynamics ordered the system from auto-
mation consultancy Innomech in Ely to improve 
product quality further and meet global demand for 
its products, particularly from China and Taiwan.

“The glass is a granular material and most of 
the bits are a few millimetres in size,” said Peter 
Woods, programme manager at Innomech. “Cera 
has to ensure the glass has the right properties to 
make products such as dental implants or the bead 
of glass holding the wires together inside a halogen 
bulb’s glass envelope.”

The new automated system is about eight feet off 
the ground and less than a metre wide. Parts were 
bought in, but the concept and design work was all 
done by Innomech, which also made the software.

The system gives an efficient and accurate final 
inspection of glass frit before shipping. A vibratory 
feeder with a 200 kilogram capacity spreads the 
powdered material onto a moving belt, which is 
then illuminated under white light and imaged with 
a line scan camera fitted with a colour filter to detect 
any over sized particles by taking 5,000 images a 
second.

The particle stream is carefully lit to avoid any 
false rejections caused from refracted light or reflec-
tions. Particles which don’t meet the specification 
are automatically removed from the bulk as it passes 
over a series of pneumatically powered diverters. 
The machine’s capacity is 100 kg per hour.

Cera Dynamics, which is based in Corby, North-

Machine boosts 
glass production

amptonshire, originally found Innomech’s website 
and approached the consultancy to see if they could 
overcome a production issue. “This is not a case 
of putting in a machine and making people redun-
dant,” Mr Woods explained. “This is removing a 
bottle neck from a production process so that you 
can release existing staff to do better things.”

Before Innomech’s machine arrived, Cera’s staff 
had been picking out the imperfect glass granules 
by hand at about 25 kg and hour. “Apart from being 
very slow, you cannot imagine that someone is 
going to have the ability to concentrate assiduously 
every day.”

After the experience with Cera, Innomech is inter-
ested in talking to other firms which want to adapt 
the automation system to suit different materials. 
“Anything which is granular and can be fed in the 
same way and inspected in the same way could be 
suitable,” Mr Woods said. “It might be difficult if 
there was someone with a competitive product to 
Cera’s – particularly if someone from China came 
along and said they would like a system as well.”

There are two parts to Innomech’s business. One 
is special purpose automation, which includes the 
glass inspection machine. Many of the projects help 
to assemble medical devices or test them.

The other part is making more standard prod-
ucts, and Innomech makes the equipment to put 
drugs into gelatine capsules for companies such 
as Capsugel, the world’s largest producer of the 
capsules. Innomech also makes machines for use 
in the early stages of drug development which can 
dose out very precise amounts.

Historically, Innomech’s turnover has been about 
£2 million, and the business employs less than 20 
people, most of whom are designers, engineers, 
controls specialists, technicians or support engi-
neers. “Things have been very tough over the last 
few years,” Mr Woods said. “But there is a lot of stuff 
in the workshop, and the number of leads we have 
been getting which have converted into projects is 
growing.”

High purity glass frit is used 
in a number of products

Automation consultancy Innomech has 
made a high throughput inspection 
system for glass frit or powder

Cera Dynamics has developed a range of fluoride 
glass frits as components for white dental fillers, 
veneers and tooth implants
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